SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTION CENTER AUTHORITY:
   James B. Darcy, Jr., of Marmora.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION:
   Thomas P. Fote, of Toms River, to replace Erling A. Berg.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS - RUTGERS UNIVERSITY:
   Mary L. Baglivo, of Short Hills, to replace Eugene O'Hara.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAMDEN COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Donald J. Reich, of Erial.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Everett M. Johnson, Esq., CPA, of Newark.
   Thomas J. Gartland, of Caldwell.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE HUNTERDON COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Aladar G. Komjathy, of Lambertville.
   Anthony J. Danzo, Esq., of Flemington.
   Renay Salamon, of Three Bridges.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Michael E. Lachs, of East Brunswick.
   Victor P. Dileo, of Piscataway.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONMOUTH COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Aleathea E. Riley, of Long Branch.
   Dorothy P. Devenny, of Rumson.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MORRIS COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Joan Bedrin Murray, Esq., of Denville, to replace Anthony J. Crecco.
   Michael D. DiFazio, DC, of East Hanover.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY BUILDING AUTHORITY:
   Prentis C. Nolan, III, Ph.D., of Asbury.
   Morris Rubino, of Yardville.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FINANCING AUTHORITY:
   Ridgeley G. Hutchinson, of Lambertville, to replace Susan Bateman, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY HOUSING AND MORTGAGE FINANCE AUTHORITY:
   Stanley M. Weeks, of Maplewood, to replace Michael G. Steele, resigned.
Nominations Received and Referred to SJU: (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION:
Patrick V. Colligan, of Milltown, to replace Carla Katz, resigned.
Donald J. Buchanan, of Medford.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TRANSIT CORPORATION:
Flora M. Castillo, of Ventnor.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUND AUTHORITY:
Thomas J. Canto, of Forked River, to replace Anthony R. Cinaglia.
Vivian Altman, of Summit, to replace Philip Beachem, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Anthony S. Graziano, MAI, CRE, of Bayville.
Henry J. Mancini, MAI, CRE, of Cedar Run.
Phil G. Waxman, of Lakewood.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PASSAIC COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Ronald Pascrell, of West Paterson.
Ernest J. Scheidemann, GRI, CTA, of Clifton.
Jay Richard Schwartz, of Wayne.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
David G. Schlussel, of Teaneck, to replace Jeffrey Shepard, resigned.
A.J. Sabath, of Moorestown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SALEM COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Cynthia A. Strang, of Elmer.
Angela Susan Voros, of Pittsgrove, to replace Kenneth James.
Steven H. Caltabiano, of Pedricktown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE ATHLETIC CONTROL BOARD:
Dennis McDonough, of North Brunswick.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
Christopher E. Miller, of Neptune City.
Elaine Buchsbaum, of Stockton.
Purnima Rathi Hernandez, DDS, of Glen Rock.
Andrew McGeady, of Jackson, to replace Patrick Fay.
Russell Fried, of Laurel Springs.
Joseph B. Young, of North Plainfield, to replace Sarah Wiggins Mitchell.
Elizabeth Smith, of Montclair.
Myrta Rosa, of Woodbridge.
Mary Kay Weber, of Eatontown.
Todd Leroy Emmons, of Voorhees.
Frank Caragher, of Somerset.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SUSSEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Constance S. Flanagan, of Sparta.
John Fierro, of Ogdensburg.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE THOMAS A. EDISON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
E. Harvey Myers, of Monmouth Junction.
Eric Robert Lear, CPA, of Titusville, to replace Rosita Saez, resigned.

Nominations Withdrawn:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUND AUTHORITY:
George R. Laufenberg, CEBS, of Allenwood, to replace Anthony R. Cinaglia.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
William T. Mullen, of Succasunna, to replace Debra Casha.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMISSION:
Elizabeth G. Posillico, of Chester, to replace Harold Burlingame.
**Bills Introduced:**

S2131 Sweeney,S  Camden, surplus prop.-auth. to sell  REF SSG
S2132 Sweeney,S  Hwy. Constr. Zone Safety Prog.-estab.  REF STR
S2133 Sweeney,S  Govt. affairs agents-proh. use  REF SSG
S2134 Bateman,C  Attorney ID Card Prog. trust fd.-creates  REF SCU
S2135 Bateman,C  MV lic plate-proh merchandise to conceal  REF STR
S2136 Kyrillos,J  Corp. bus. tax-concerns  REF SBA
S2137 Kyrillos,J  Shore Prot. Master Plan-updates  REF SEN
S2138 Haines,P  Sex offenders-enact resid. ordinance  REF SLP
S2139 Haines,P  Leg.-proh. holding loc. appointive off.  REF SSG
S2140 Haines,P  Sewerage co. svc.-concerns  REF SEG
S2141 Haines,P  Reforestation plans, cert.-concerns  REF SEN
S2142 Haines,P  Safe Places-Safe Kids Act-creates  REF SLP
S2143 Redd,D  Higher ed.-devel. comp. disaster plan  REF SED
S2144 Smith,B  Electronic Waste Recycling Act-revises  REF SEN
S2145 Smith,B  Ocean Co. Stormwater Mgmt. Sys. Demo Act  REF SEN
S2146 Bateman,C  Defibrillators, assisted living fac.-req  REF SHH
S2147 Bateman,C/Turner,S  Rutgers Univ bd of governor memb-concern  REF SED
S2148 Bucco,A  Candidate-proh. giving of cert. items  REF SSG
S2149 Bucco,A  Emerg. response-concerns  REF SLP
S2150 Bucco,A  Diesel bus, truck inspections-concerns  REF STR
S2151 Bucco,A  Novelty lighters-proh. sale  REF SCM
S2152 Connors,C  Homeowners insur.-concerns  REF SCM
S2153 Bucco,A  Energy efficient, hybrid veh.-St. purch.  REF SEN
S2154 Allen,D  Vet., cert.-prov. allowance incr.  REF SLP
S2155 Rice,R  PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances  REF SSG
S2156 Rice,R/Redd,D  Teacher certifications-concerns  REF SED
S2158 Turner,S  Persons mistakenly convicted-reimb fines  REF SJU
S2159 Turner,S  Teachers-concerns loan redemption prog.  REF SED
S2160 Turner,S  Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval  REF SED
S2161 Turner,S  Teaching positions-concerns vacancy  REF SED
S2162 Cunningham,S  Wastewater treatment sys-concerns grants  REF SEN
S2163 Cunningham,S  Acute care hosp.-concern prop. tax exemp  REF SCU
S2164 Sarlo,P  Fitness Prof. Lic. Act  REF SCM
S2165 Bucco,A  St. veh.-display abuse hotline stickers  REF SSG
S2166 Sarlo,P  Bail bonds, issuance/forfeiture-concerns  REF SLP
S2167 Sarlo,P  Vol. emerg. responder's liab.-concerns  REF SJU
S2168 Sarlo,P  Sports/entertainment fac-evacuation plan  REF SLP
S2169 Allen,D  Assault on DHS emp.-concerns  REF SLP
S2170 Allen,D  Troops to College Prog.-estab  REF SED
S2171 Allen,D  Animal cruelty statutes viol.-concerns  REF SED
S2172 Allen,D  Identity theft-concerns  REF SED
S2174 Allen,D  Utility Sub-metering Task Force-estab.  REF SEG
S2175 Allen,D  Identity theft-req. restitution  REF SED
S2176 Allen,D  Plant closing, layoffs-concerns mortgage  REF SCM
S2177 Allen,D  Plant closings, layoffs-proh.termination  REF SED
S2178 Allen,D  Plant closings, layoffs-job training  REF SED
S2180 Allen,D  Childhood immunizations-insur. reimbr.  REF SHH
S2181 Allen,D  Natl. Guard memb spouses-insur unemp benf  REF SED
S2182 Connors,C  Rental asst.-concerns  REF SCM
S2183 Connors,C  Radiologic Technologist Act-revises  REF SED
S2184 Connors,C  Heating Oil, Propane Reserves Task Force  REF SEG
S2185 Connors,C  Transp. infrastructure needs-coastal co.  REF STR
S2186 Cunningham,S  Medicaid, Propane Reserves Task Force  REF STR
S2187 Cunningham,S  Cosmetology lic. req.-exempt. braiding  REF SCM
S2188 Van Drew,J  Riparian lands-concerns  REF SEN
S2189 Van Drew,J  Workers comp.-concerns cert. prog.  REF SED
S2190 Van Drew,J  Med. waste viol.-revoke health prof. lic  REF SCM
S2191 Van Drew,J  Med waste & water, ocean pollution-penal  REF SEN
S2192 Van Drew,J  Foreign corp.-concerns corp. bus tax  REF SED
S2193 Van Drew,J  Co., mun., fire dist., ed bds-finan plan  REF SCU
S2194 Van Drew,J  Saltwater fishing-concerns  REF SEN
S2195 Van Drew,J/Adler,J  Vol. emerg. responders-concerns  REF SLP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S2196    Van Drew,J    Josh's Law-incr penal/vehicular homicide   REF SLP
S2197    Van Drew,J    Police svc. costs-prov. state aid   REF SLP
S2198    Van Drew,J    Disab. vet.-contract set-aside prog.   REF SGG
S2199    Kean,S    Elections-prov. for adjustment of date   REF SSG
S2200    Madden,F    Newborn Screening prog.-revises   REF SLP
S2201    Madden,F    Radiologic technology lic.-concerns   REF SCM
S2202    Madden,F    Asst. living resid.-security deposit   REF SPP
S2203    Girgenti,J    Police Training Comm.-concerns memb.   REF SLP
S2204    Kean,S    Sch. dist.-apportionment of costs   REF SED
S2205    Codey,R    Wrongful imprisonment-concerns comp.   REF SBU
SCR119    Sweeney,S    Prop. improvements, cert.-tax exemp.   REF SCU
SCR120    Connors,C    Beach easements-concern acquisition   REF SEN
SCR121    Van Drew,J    St. tax, fee-concerns new or increased   REF SBA
SR89    Allen,D    Women vets-support fed. leg, health care   REF SLP
SR90    Van Drew,J    Amer Kennel Club Canine Good Cit prog   REF SEG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A770 Sca (1R)    Conners,J/Scalera,F+30    PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.   REP/SCA
A2731 AcaAa (2R)     Wisniewski,J/Greenstein,L+8    Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth   REP
A3204    Roberts,J/DeCroce,A+2    Jt. Leg. Comm., Ethical Standards-memb.   REP
S168    Bucco,A    Downhill skiing-concerns cert. req.   REP
S713 Scs (SCS)    Smith,B    Forest stewardship-estab.   REP/SCS
S802    Sweeney,S/O’Toole,K+2    Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays   REP
S976    Van Drew,J+1    Hunting w/bow and arrow-concerns   REP
S1310    Gordon,R/Lance,L+1    Dam restoration proj.;$7M   REP
S1374    Vitate,J    Sept. 11 Remembrance Day-design.   REP
S1392 Sca (1R)    Rice,R/Bucco,A+15    PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.   REP/SCA
S1644 Scs (SCS)    Weinberg,L/Cardinale,G+2    Hist New Bridge Landing St Park-concerns   REP/SCS
S1832    Madden,F    MV fines-concerns   REP
S1875    Sarlo,P    Green Acres prog.-extend appraisal date   REP
S1889    Kean,S/Ciesla,A    Power vessel operation-concerns   REP
S1908 Sca (1R)    Buono,B/Oroho,S+1    Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth   REP/SCA
S2111    Madden,F    Boat safety course, mandatory-concerns   REP
S2128    Codey,R/Lance,L    Jt. Leg. Comm., Ethical Standards-memb.   REP
S2130    Codey,R/Buono,B+2    Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns   REP
SCR60 Sca (1R)    Sweeney,S/Kean,T+9    Pub. emp. benf.-concerns cert. contrib.   REP
SJR27    Van Drew,J    Sunset Lake Hydrofest-Gov’s cup Series   REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

S713 Scs (SCS)    Smith,B    Forest stewardship-estab.
S1310    Gordon,R/Lance,L+1    Dam restoration proj.;$7M
S1644 Scs (SCS)    Weinberg,L/Cardinale,G+2    Hist New Bridge Landing St Park-concerns
S1832    Madden,F    MV fines-concerns
S1875    Sarlo,P    Green Acres prog.-extend appraisal date

Bills Transferred:

A2954 Aca (1R)    Milam,M/Albano,N    Tidal waterfront area-concern pub access   FROM SED TO SEN

Co-Sponsors Added:

S119    (Vitale,J)    Compassionate Use Med. Marijuana Act
S807    (Ruiz,M)    Health care fac.-concerns adverse events
S1392 Sca (1R)    (Haines,P; Redd,D)    PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.
S1830    (Haines,P)    Sr. Cit., Disabled Transp. Prog-concerns
S2130    (Sarlo,P; Turner,S)    Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns
SCR117    (Adler,J)    Dept. of Defense-share vet. info.
Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S459 (Madden,F)    Sch. buses, newly-manuf. equip w/sensors
S1604 (Ruiz,M)    Sports entertainment proj exemp prop tax

The Senate President has made the following appointments:

*Effective October 6, 2008

Joint Legislative Committee on Ethical Standards:

Alan Rosenthal, of Princeton.

The Senate adjourned at 5:51 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, October 16, 2008 (JOINT SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE/QUORUM, Committee Groups “2” and “1” scheduled to meet).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)**

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A3296    Voss,J    Motor bus owner-concerns insur.

Bills Introduced:

A3219    McKeon,J/Gusciora,R    Carsharing rentals exemp., rental fee    REF AAP
A3220    McKeon,J    Alco. bev. lic., surplus-concerns    REF ALP
A3221    McKeon,J    Traffic reduction-concerns    REF ATR
A3222    McKeon,J    Sch. fac.-concerns temperature control    REF AED
A3223    McKeon,J    Eluding police off.-concerns    REF ALP
A3224    McKeon,J    Cellular phone svc.-concerns contracts    REF ACO
A3225    McKeon,J    MV offenses in sch. zone-concerns    REF ALP
A3226    McKeon,J    Resource family homes-proh. smoking    REF AHU
A3227    McKeon,J    Home svc. enterprises-crim. hist. check    REF ALP
A3228    Angelini,M/O'Scanlon,D    Sch. admin., cert.-concerns contracts    REF AED
A3229    McKeon,J    Home care for sr. cit.-income tax deduct    REF AAP
A3230    Rible,D/Angelini,M+1    Health, fitness club fees-elim sales tax    REF AAP
A3231    McKeon,J    Elections, nonpartisan mun.-expenses    REF ASG
A3232    Vainieri Huttle,V/Russo,D    Pub. sch.-not in session, cert. election    REF AED
A3233    McKeon,J    Land, conserv/recreation-concerns    REF AAN
A3234    McKeon,J    Energy efficiency incentives-estab.    REF AEN
A3235    McKeon,J    SHBP-ach bd, incentive to waive coverage    REF ASG
A3236    McKeon,J    Stormwater Mgmt. Abatement Bond Act    REF AEN
A3237    McKeon,J    Water supplies-concerns    REF AEN
A3238    McKeon,J    Electric pub. util.-concerns agreements    REF ATU
A3239    McKeon,J    Forest stewardship-estab.    REF AAN
A3240    McKeon,J    Energy audits-concerns    REF AEN
A3241    McKeon,J    Site improvement standards-concerns    REF AHO
A3242    Polistina,V/Amodeo,J+1    Manslaughter, cert. type-incr. penal.    REF AJU
A3243    Vas,J    Bus. emp. incentives, cert.-allows    REF ACE
A3244    Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Transp. infrastructure needs-coastal co.    REF ATR
A3245    Diegnan,P/Cryan,J    Higher ed.-concerns structure and finan.    REF AHI
A3246    Rumana,S/Addiego,D+1    Foreclosed prop.-assst. mun. in purch.    REF AHO
A3247    Rumana,S/Addiego,D+1    Foreclosed real prop.-donation to mun.    REF AHO
A3248    Scalera,F/Caputo,R    PFRS retir.-concerns reemp.    REF ASG
A3249    Scalera,F/Caputo,R+13    PFRS accidental death benf.-enhances    REF ASG
A3250    Chiusano,G+1    Mun. consolidation plans-concerns    REF ASG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3251 McHose,A/Chiusano,G    Boat, mv regis. renewal-proh. cert. fees   REF ALP
A3252 Albano,N/Milam,M    Saltwater fishing lic.-concerns   REF AEN
A3253 Albano,N/Milam,M    Alco. bev.-ed. progs., persons who serve   REF ALP
A3254 Albano,N/Milam,M    Josh’s Law-incr penal/vehicular homicide   REF ALP
A3255 Albano,N/Milam,M    PERS memb.-concerns   REF ASG
A3256 Milam,M/Albano,N    Real Prop Valuation Review Comm-create   REF AHO
A3257 Milam,M/Albano,N    Political calls, unsolicited-proh.   REF ASG
A3258 Angeli,M/Coyle,D    St. psych. hosp.-concerns   REF AHA
A3259 Milam,M/Albano,N    Disab. vet.-St. contract set-aside prog.   REF AMV
A3260 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J    Boating accident, leaving scene-penal.   REF ALP
A3261 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J    Regional sch. dist.-concerns dissolution   REF AED
A3262 Milam,M/Albano,N    Extension of Rt. 55 Task Force-creates   REF ATR
A3263 Lampitt,P    Loan redemption prog. for teachers-estab   REF AED
A3264 Milam,M/Albano,N    Med. waste & water, ocean pollution-penal   REF AEN
A3265 Biondi,P    Body armor-reg. sale and possession   REF ALP
A3266 Milam,M/Albano,N    Foreign corp.-concerns corp. bus tax   REF AAP
A3267 Quigley,J/Prieto,V    Novelty lights-proh. sale   REF ACO
A3268 Spencer,L/Schaer,G    Banking-concerns   REF AFI
A3269 Wisniewski,J/Schaer,G    Mortgage foreclosures, cert.-concerns   REF AFI
A3270 Milam,M/Albano,N    Med. waste viol.-revoke health prof. lic   REF ARP
A3271 Milam,M/Albano,N    Med waste & water, ocean pollution-penal   REF AEN
A3272 Chiusano,G/McHose,A+2    Black bear hunting-concerns   REF AAN
A3273 Chiusano,G/Lampitt,P+1    High-mounted rear stoplights-concerns   REF AFI
A3274 Vandervalk,C/Rooney,J+2    Meadowlands complex-concern cert. proj.   REF ASG
A3275 Milam,M/Albano,N    Emerg. shelters-concerns   REF AED
A3276 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1    Machine gun possession-upgrade crime   REF ALP
A3277 Oliver,S/Chivukula,U    Loc. govt-electronic purch of goods   REF ASG
A3278 Gusciora,R    Veh. regis.-contain issue date   REF ATR
A3279 Gusciora,R    Energy efficient prod-tax holiday   REF AEN
A3280 Karrow,M/McHose,A    St. wildlife mgmt. target ranges-concern ALP
A3281 Chivukula,U+2    Renewable energy-concerns   REF ATR
A3282 Chivukula,U/Oliver,S    Electronic transactions by St.-concerns   REF ATU
A3283 Chivukula,U/Oliver,S    St. Info. Tech. Master Plan-devel.   REF ASG
A3284 Watson Coleman,B    Domestic viol.-concerns   REF AEN
A3285 Casagrande,C    Rail operations-concern workers comp.   REF AHO
A3286 Scalera,F/Conners,J    Vol. fire co.-concern workers comp.   REF AHO
A3287 Carroll,M/Meicht,R    Ronald Reagan Mem. Hwy.-desig Rt. 15   REF ATR
A3288 Cryan,J    Psychologists-video record cert sessions   REF AHE
A3289 Chiusano,G/McHose,A    Aliens, unauth.-concerns emp.   REF AFI
A3290 Greenwald,L    Medical waste disposal-concerns   REF ARP
A3291 Cryan,J    Pub. safety directors-proh. police power   REF ALP
A3292 Cryan,J    Motorcycle safety reg.-enacts   REF ATR
A3293 Watson Coleman,B/Spencer,L    Realty transfer transfer fees-exempt.   REF AFI
A3294 Milam,M/Albano,N    Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.   REF ACE
A3295 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B    Beach easements-concern acquisition   REF AEN
A3296 Milam,M/Albano,N    St. tax, fee-concerns new or increased   REF AAP
A3297 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Chiari Malformation-Syringomyelia Day   REF AHE
A3298 McHose,A/Conners,J+2    Armed Forces mem.-prov. voting info.   REF AMV
A3299 Albano,N/Milam,M    Amer Kennel Club Canine Good Cit prog   REF AAN
A3296 Chiappone,A    Famine-Genocide-75th anniv.   REF ASG
A3295 Albano,N/Milam,M    Finan. instl-enforce existing laws, reg   REF ATR

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A281 Aca (1R)    Schaer,G/Burzichelli,J+3    Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act   REP/ACA
A688/2664 AcaAca (ACS/1R)    Spencer,L/Chiappone,A    Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.   REP/ACA
A843 Chivukula,U/Karrow,M+2    Energy-related incentives-bus. apply   REP
A2316 Diegnan,P/Egan,J+1    Mortgage payoff balances-concerns   REP
A2496 Holzapfel,J    Mortgage foreclosure proc-concerns   REP
A2517 AcaAca (2R)    Watson Coleman,B/Green,J+9    Homeownership Preserv. Act   REP/ACA
A2550 Lampitt,P/Chivukula,U+1    Wind and solar fac.-concerns location   REP
A2720 Vas,J/Burzichelli,J+2    Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct   REP/ACA
A3124 Aca (1R)    Greenwald,L/McKeon,J+7
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A3125    Caputo,R/Vas,J    Foreclosed prop.-concerns maintenance   REP
A3269    Wisniewski,J/Schaer,G    Mortgage foreclosures, cert.-concerns    REP
A3293    Watson Coleman,B/Spencer,L    Realty transfer fees-exempt.   REP
AR156    Albano,N/Milam,M    Finan. instn-enforce existing laws, reg   REP
S250 Sca (1R)    Adler,J    Mortgage foreclosures, cert.-concerns    REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A1277    Carroll,M    Telecommute-corp. bus. tax cred.   REP REF AAP
A2626    Vas,J/DeAngelo,W+3    Corp. bus. tax-concerns    REP REF AAP
A2722    Vas,J/Greenwald,L    Corp. tax-elim throwout of receipts    REP REF AAP
A2997    Aca (1R)    Vas,J/Coutinho,A    Bus. Emp. Incentive Prog-revise elig req    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3294    Milam,M/Albano,N    Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.    REP REF AAP

Bills Reported Referred/ACO:

A2272    Cruz-Perez,N    Security fraud-viol. consumer fraud act    REP REF ACO

Bills Transferred:

A688/2664 AcsAca (ACS/1R)    Spencer,L/Chiappone,A    Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.    FROM AAP TO ABU
A836    Chivukula,U/Watson Coleman,B+2    Primary care practitioners-loan redemp    FROM AED TO AHI
A2272    Cruz-Perez,N    Security fraud-viol. consumer fraud act    FROM ACO TO ALP
A2517    AcaAca (2R)    Watson Coleman,B/Green,J+9    Homeownership Preserv. Act    FROM AAP TO ABU
A2550    Lampitt,P/Chiivukula,U+1    Wind and solar fac.-concerns location    FROM AEN TO ATU
A2626    Vas,J/DeAngelo,W+3    Corp. bus. tax-concerns    FROM AAP TO ACE
A2640    Smith,L+5    Interst Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child    FROM AED TO AMV
A2720    Vas,J/Burzichelli,J+2    UEZ bus. purch.-point of sale tax exempt    FROM AAP TO ABU
A3124    Aca (1R)    Greenwald,L/McKeon,J+7    Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct    FROM AAP TO ABU

Co-Sponsors Added:

A132   (Conners,J)    Managed care plans-assignment cert. benf
A172   (Casagrande,C)    Corrupt Gains Restitution Act-estab.
A238   (Wagner,C)    Janet's Law-concerns defibrillators
A306   (Oliver,S)    Personal needs allowance-incr.
A616   (Rible,D)    Societal benf. charge rev.-concerns
A843   (DeAngelo,W)    Energy-related incentives-bus. apply
A1449   (Munoz,E)    Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A2550   (DeAngelo,W)    Wind and solar fac.-concerns location
A2571   (Karrow,M)    Firearmsconcerns
A2583   (Karrow,M)    Sick leave, accumulated-concerns
A2626   (Chiusano,G; McHose,A; Angelini,M)    Corp. bus. tax-concerns
A2632   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Fed. emp. contrib., cert-excl income tax
A2651   (Rudder,S; Addiego,D)    Reforestation plans, cert.-concerns
A2864    (Doherty,M)    Death penal., cert. murders-restore
A3031   (Johnson,G)    St. dept. contracts-req. cost analysis
A3073   (Angelini,M; Rible,D)    Ricci's Law-ignition interlock devices
A3112   (Wolfe,D)    Next of kin notification-concerns
A3124    Aca (1R)    Addiego,D; Rudder,S    Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct
A3249   (Tucker,C; Biondi,P; Johnson,G; Thompson,S; Casagrande,C; Coutinho,A; Oliver,S; Wagner, C; Chiappone,A; DeAngelo,W; Wolfe,D; Angelini,M)    PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A2406    (Prieto,V)    Cemetery trust fd. req.-concerns
A2626    (DeAngelo,W)    Corp. bus. tax-concerns
A2628    (Munoz,E)    Urban Transit Hub Tax Cred. Act-expands
A2856    (Gusciora,R)    Firearmconcerns
A3001    (Diegnan,P)    Motor fuel dealers-display prices
Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A2034  (Rible,D) Pub. sch. design, new-concerns
A2889  (Fisher,D) Personal Asst. Svcs. Prog.-concerns
A3010  (Diegnan,P) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
A3031  (Vas,J) St. dept. contracts-req. cost analysis
A3125  (Prieto,V) Foreclosed prop.-concerns maintenance
A3218  (Lampitt,P) Solar and Wind Energy Comm.-creates

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A688/2664 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Pou,N) Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.
A2722  (Burzichelli,J) Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts
A3121  (Fisher,D) UEZ-concerns funding
A3124  (Pou,N) Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct
A3228  (Rible,D) Sch. admin., cert.-concerns contracts

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2722  (Chiusano,G) Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2722  (McHose,A) Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:
*Effective September 25, 2008

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Authority:

Joseph Ripa, of Voorhees.

Mandated Health Benefits Advisory Commission:

Susan Michielli, of Barrington.

The Assembly adjourned at 7:01 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, October 16, 2008 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (10/02/2008):

None